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Chapter 1971 

Although he initially planned on going alone, he did not mind bringing Robed Slayer along. 

Firstly, Robed Slayer was very powerful. 

Secondly, he had already faded from everyone’s attention. 

“Right, when we fought earlier, I realized that your technique is slightly wrong…” 

Levi had inherited a lot of knowledge from his master, which was all-encompassing and comprehensive. 

In fact, it was the most foundational knowledge of any martial arts in the world. 

As all techniques were related in some ways, Levi could notice some flaws and mistakes in Robed 

Slayer’s techniques. 

When faced with Levi’s guidance, Robed Slayer did not dare to be arrogant at all. Instead, he listened 

attentively. 

“I see! No wonder… I get it now.” 

“What? I can do that?” 

“Oh my God? This is possible?” 

“I’m going mad!” 

Robed Slayer’s exclamations resounded through the house for the entire night. 

After receiving Levi’s guidance, Robed Slayer was able to resolve many of the doubts he had regarding 

martial arts. 

His abilities soared rapidly, reaching a new level that surpassed his past self, even when he had the 

Divine Sword. 

If he fought with the experts whom Levi battled a few days ago, he might defeat all of them. 

The Annihilator was an 

even Levi knew how 

that Robed Slayer was not powerful enough. However, he had now found an assistant whose abilities 

were up to 

of them were 

Slayer, it was because he had 

his wounds had healed significantly after a night’s worth 

was already two-third 



would 

after you’ve fully 

worried about Levi’s 

possible. 

Levi was firm. 

“Okay, I’ll arrange for it 

he finished all the 

You can choose if you want to put on 

front of Robed Slayer and 

Slayer did not even 

myself too, Mr. Garrison. It’s more convenient that 

Robed Slayer laughed. 

was about to change 

“Oh no! It’s Delano!” 

changed drastically when he 

of everything, Delano was able to conceal his identity and 

he was 

was worried that he might notice something abnormal 

solution is to kill Delano, but I can’t do that 

still serves  
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When Levi spoke, he spoke in fluent Raysonian. 

Robed Slayer was an experienced man and had fought with a swordmaster in the past. Hence, he 

understood some Raysonian. 

However, he was still stunned when he heard Levi speaking it. 

It was as if Levi had grown up in Raysonia. 

Even Delano was shocked. 



As someone from Raysonia, he knew how fluent Levi was. 

Including his tone and accent, Levi was like a native of Raysonia. 

On the other hand, this was not actually tough for Levi. 

When he was training with the special forces in the past, learning the languages and customs of other 

countries had already become a foundational skill. 

The more knowledgeable one was about it, the lower the chances of dying. 

Hence, every one put in a lot of effort in mastering that. 

Usually, Levi could not be bothered to learn about foreign cultures, but his missions left him with no 

choice. 

skill came in 

Levi said 

who was also a descendent of one of his disciples, had sent Levi 

disciples knew that Robed Slayer had traveled 

that he had a 

Levi’s fluent Raysonian and accent gave no reason 

“I see!” 

“Master, you should’ve told me if you’re going to 

all, the persona which Delano had created for himself was one who 

Slayer immediately agreed. “Okay, 

“No problem, Master!” 

Delano left excitedly. 

Garrison, we’ll no longer have control now. Although I do have disciples in Raysonia, we’ll have to 

laughed. “Don’t be 

“Why?” 

Robed Slayer was confused. 

wants 

Slayer shuddered when he heard 

as a 

a huge blow to Erudia’s martial arts world. Once you leave Erudia and go to Raysonia, 
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While Delano and the forces in Raysonia thought that they were a step ahead of Robed Slayer, the 

reality was that Levi and he were actually miles ahead of them already. 

Never would they expect Levi to be alive, and even heading to Raysonia to take revenge. 

In fact, Delano was the one who offered to bring them there. 

Soon, Levi and the rest made their preparations and followed Delano to Raysonia. 

During the journey, the Raysonian forces contacted Delano and said that they had prepared everything. 

Upon thinking that Robed Slayer would soon die in his hands, Delano became extremely excited. 

His position in the organization would be higher! 

Meanwhile, Levi and Robed Slayer had already fabricated a flawless story about his old friend in 

Raysonia. 

Even if Delano were to investigate it, he would not find anything. 

Yet, they did not know that news about Robed Slayer going to Raysonia had already spread far and wide 

there. 

Many forces in Raysonia were getting restless, wishing to witness the downfall of the Erudian legend. 

After landing at Ulmrich in Raysonia, Delano had prepared some cars to transport them around. 

The cars drove out of the bustling city center and toward a more remote area. 

Naturally, Levi and Robed Slayer knew what he was up to. 

isn’t right… The route is wrong!” 

“I have a present 

see what you 

Robed Slayer’s face, as if he did 

smile formed 

powerful his master was, his weakness was that he 

arrived 

as a murderous aura filled the 

here, Master. I’ll get 

gave an excuse to 



car, Levi exchanged a glance 

“It’s coming!” 

Levi chuckled. 

In fact, he had also discovered 

death trap had exposed too 

the fact that 

lot of information about the forces 

of them, not letting 

them got out 

hundred fighters suddenly surrounded them, sealing 

Boom! 

moved over and smashed 

at Levi and Robed Slayer, Delano laughed sinisterly. “This is my gift for you, Master! This means that 

your time 

you going to kill 
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Delano then turned around gracefully as he knew it would be a one-sided massacre without even having 

to look. 

Hundreds of warriors came charging forward, but Levi simply stood there with his hands behind his 

back. 

Robed Slayer, on the other hand, struck at his foes without any hesitation. 

Boom! 

Spurt! 

Putting what he learned last night into use, his punch packed such immense power that the enemy 

instantly exploded in a bloody mist. 

Boom! 

“Argh!” 

“Gah!” 



“Aaah!” 

Blood splattered everywhere, and ear-piercing screams could be heard as every single punch he 

delivered turned the enemy into a bloody pulp. 

None of the warriors expected Robed Slayer to come out of their encounter completely unscathed and 

show no signs of poisoning whatsoever. 

the fight being a one-sided massacre, except it was his men that were being killed by 

“Ah!” 

of anguish continued 

around when he noticed something was amiss, 

dropping 

overwhelmingly powerful that he made those warriors look like ordinary, 

was dumbfounded as a ton 

by now? Didn’t he drop to fifth place on the Gem List? How is he still so strong? It’s almost as 

realized that he had messed up big time when he 

Boom! 

stomp, Robed Slayer shattered a huge bell and 

Swoosh! 

“Pfft!” 

“Ugh!” 

their numbers had gone from hundreds to 

Delano quickly fled the scene as he 

as he watched 

for the headquarters because 

figured Delano would return to the headquarters after making his escape, so he left a mark on Delano’s 

body and would be able 

Slayer then quickly mopped up the rest of 
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Levi began going through the names on the list. 



Let’s see… We’ve got Raysonia’s first and second largest business conglomerates, the Yamaguchi 

Corporation and Matsugami Corporation… 

A local tyrant in the Raysonian underworld named Shin Yoshikawa… 

The Watanabe family which serves as the military strategist of Raysonia (Former family of the military 

strategist, Tenichi Watanabe)… 

The six ancient martial arts clans of Raysonia, namely the Kitajima family, the Hattori family, the Nogawa 

family, the Kameda family, the Kuno family, and the Yagyuu family… 

And lastly, the Taiin Shrine which houses a huge number of priests (similar to Erudia’s master of magical 

techniques)… 

Those are the key forces of The Dark Sun, and they all have very specific responsibilities. Some 

contribute financially, some provide firepower, and some are in charge of strategizing. However, the 

organization is highly secretive, and practically no one in Raysonia knows of its existence. The Dark Sun 

had devised many plans in secret, but Delano’s actions had exposed every single one of them. He’s 

currently hiding in Edojo, the capital city of Raysonia. So, his loyalty is with the Watanabe clan, I see… 

Levi was fully aware of Delano’s whereabouts at all times. 

“Which one are we closest to right now?” he asked. 

key members. “Since we’re in Ulmrich, I’d say the Matsugami 

let’s start with the Matsugami Corporation!” Levi said 

Robed Slayer’s recovery and him being stronger than before, 

then we must 

being in Raysonia soon spread like wildfire, and most of Erudia had found 

is in Raysonia? 

to do? Is he going to bring 

Levi, which came as a huge blow to the Erudian 

about Robed Slayer sparked some hope in the hearts of the 

sent their warriors to hunt down and 

of the guests were sons and 

of Ulmrich, and they had all gathered around to 

white evening gown and was greeting the 

son of the Kameda family, 

Ancient Warrior Families in Raysonia, and his appearance excited a commotion among the guests 
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His extreme confidence was backed by the fact that his family was indeed involved in killing Levi by 

sending the dwarf samurai. 

Despite his arrogance, most of the women at the party were looking at him in admiration. 

In fact, even Sakurako was starting to change the way she viewed him. 

The Matsugami Corporation had also contributed to killing Levi, so she knew how strong martial artists 

were as well as the importance of power in this world. 

“Don’t worry, Ms. Matsugami! With me around, no one will dare cause trouble at your birthday party! 

Those who do will become my enemy! Besides, we’ve already sent lots of warriors to kill Robed Slayer!” 

Ichido said with a smile. 

“Really? That’s great! Those who dare mess with us in Raysonia shall die!” 

“Erudia’s martial arts world sure is done for! First, they lose their number one warrior on the Gem List, 

and now the second one is going to die as well! Man, the mere thought of it gets me all excited!” 

Ichido’s confidence had rubbed off on the people around him, and they all began laughing along with 

him. 

Like the people of Zarain, Raysonians have always hated Erudia, especially individuals like Levi. 

the news of his death and the upcoming death of another Erudian warrior called for 

received word of the birthday party and arrived 

getting to the head of Matsugami Corporation through Sakurako and destroying it 

the guards at the entrance before strolling casually into the 

her face at all times as 

about to proceed to the next segment of the party, a loud and bright 

another gift for the birthday 

voice and saw a young man who was accompanied 

stood 

I’ve never seen 

began discussing among 

was empty-handed and 

replied with a smile, shocking everyone at 

expected for troublemakers to show up at Sakurako’s birthday party, especially with 



dare he threaten to kill my entire family at my birthday party? I’ve 
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They were all frozen in shock, including Ichido and his men who were standing beside him. 

Levi’s sudden slap had caught them completely off guard and opened up a bloody wound on Ichido’s 

cheek. 

“Have you lost your mind? He’s the freaking heir to the Kameda family!” one of the guests exclaimed in 

shock. 

Levi simply chuckled in response when he heard that. 

I came here for the Matsugami family, and now I’m getting a member of the Kameda family as a bonus! 

“Die!” Ichido shouted while charging at Levi after snapping out of his daze. 

I’m one of the top ten in Raysonia and used to attend the Elites Conference! No one has ever dared 

humiliate me like this! 

Smack! 

“Guh!” Ichido was then sent flying with another slap from Levi and died on the spot. 

Considering the fact that he wasn’t even able to defeat Levi’s disciple in the past, it was only natural that 

he lost to Levi. 

Wait… Did the heir to the Kameda family just die? This is unbelievable! 

was staring wide-eyed at Ichido’s lifeless body in 

Smack! Smack! 

Ichido into the next life, and everyone 

going to 

Slayer!” someone shouted when they got a clearer 

really is 

I can’t believe I jinxed us all!” said the man who mentioned 

such a terrifying aura that everyone around them was fearing 

two would go on a 

Thud! Thud! 

and dropped to their knees as they begged to 



working for Matsugami Corporation is free to go!” 

upon hearing that, leaving only Sakurako and her 

your family lives right now, or I’ll 

because she believed the powerful warriors 

arrived at the house where 

began killing the members 

as they were only after those 
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Levi didn’t mind it one bit, though. 

It was a perfect opportunity for him as everyone would be focused on Robed Slayer instead. 

The elimination of the Matsugami Corporation and Kameda family had caused a huge uproar within 

Raysonia. 

Although the Kameda family was the weakest of the Ancient Warrior Families, they were still a force to 

be reckoned with. 

That meant Robed Slayer was a lot more threatening than they had thought, and The Dark Sun couldn’t 

help but feel that something was amiss about everything that had happened. 

Why are our members the ones being eliminated? We could easily assume it was a coincidence with the 

first one, but two in a row? Hmm… Seems kind of odd… Of course, we still can’t rule out the possibility 

of it being a coincidence unless proven otherwise… 

Levi and Robed Slayer were about to leave when they bumped into the warriors sent by The Dark Sun. 

Those men were much stronger than the ones Delano hired, and even so, none of them walked out of 

that encounter alive. 

That was when The Dark Sun fully realized the seriousness of the situation. 

is simply too powerful! What on earth happened to him? Why 

questions, though. The Erudian people were also puzzled by how Robed Slayer was stronger than when 

he 

the doctor not only cured him 

by what has 

figure out the reason 



arrived at that conclusion and reported it to the Watanabe 

that Delano’s actions had exposed them, and the elimination of 

He knew you were planning on killing him, but pretended to not know so you’d lead him straight 

is correct, all members of The Dark Sun have already been exposed by 

cold sweat when he heard 

the whole time? I can’t believe he played me 

do now? Robed Slayer is unstoppable!” Delano 

the Watanabe family burst into 

wipe out all of The Dark Sun. But that’s not the case now that he’s already dead! With 

ten key forces eliminated, any of the other eight stronger ones could still squash 
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“We should pick up the pace so they won’t have time to respond, Mr. Garrison!” Robed Slayer urged 

him anxiously. 

“No, it’s too late for that now. They’ve already found out about us coming after them for revenge!” Levi 

replied with a smile. 

The Dark Sun was a complex and highly professional organization, to begin with, so it wasn’t surprising 

that they could respond to threats quickly. 

“What shall we do, then? They’ve probably set up their defenses by now, so we’re at a disadvantage!” 

Robed Slayer asked with a hint of concern on his face. 

“It’s fine! They may know about you regaining your strength, but they still don’t perceive you as a threat 

and will continue to underestimate you! We have nothing to worry about for now!” 

Robed Slayer nodded in agreement with Levi’s words. 

“But they will soon realize how dangerous you are and will definitely gather their strongest forces to 

take us out!” Levi added. 

“Of course! They’ll be on their guard once we take out another one or two of their key forces!” Robed 

Slayer said with a nod. 

fear! No one in 

was cold as ice, but his 

even pay attention to this “disciple” of mine! That’s when he’ll be 



was located in Edojo, the capital city 

the largest business conglomerate in the country, it was very closely related to Triple Group of Keerea, 

and the company’s actions would sometimes even have an 

were in control of Raysonia’s economy and 

from all over the world to assemble a team called “Kamikaze”, 

a rather small country, they often had to resort to land reclamation, so the price of its 

a fancy villa the size 

that of a military base, and it was equipped with 

that, they had hundreds of Kamikaze members guarding the area, making it practically 

total of ninety-eight squads of assassins have attempted to break in, and that 

area for outsiders 

present in the villa’s largest conference room with the head of 
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The Yamaguchi Corporation’s defense system and Kamikaze team were indeed very strong and had kept 

tons of intruders out over the years. 

That was the main reason behind their source of confidence in their defenses. 

Even the Watanabe family was certain that Robed Slayer would die at their hands. 

However, that one sentence shocked them so much that everyone jumped in their seats. 

“What the…” 

“W-Who are you?” 

They then quickly glanced around the conference room and nearly had a heart attack when they saw 

two outsiders in the room with them. 

Wait… Isn’t that the Robed Slayer and his disciple? Since when did they come in here? How did they 

enter without raising any alarms? Are they ghosts or what? How is this possible? 

sudden appearance scared them so much that they 

you two get in?” Shoichi asked as he stared at them in 

with a smile, “We came in 

all nine of them shouted in 



the five hundred Kamikaze members are on guard outside! How could anyone possibly get in? 

impossible! How could you guys just waltz in here like that? Raysonia’s defense system is the best in the 

world! There’s 

one I encountered in the lab when 

and his men quite a moment to realize they weren’t dreaming, and that 

had failed them and was unable to 

the Kamikaze members to 

calling for backup from the Kamikaze, but no one responded to their cries 

opened the door to the conference room, and a nauseating stench of 

you looking 

to break out in a cold sweat when they saw the piles of bloodied corpses outside the 

 


